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Emergency medicine and intensive care medicine: the missing link
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Despite the fact that the principles of treating emergencies
and acute diseases have been well described as far back as
ancient times (1), emergency medicine (EM) as a recognized
medical specialty has a life of less than 20 years. Indeed,
according to the European Society of Emergency Medicine
(EUSEM) website, in 2001 the United Kingdom and
Ireland first recognized in Europe the specialty under the
heading “Accident and Emergency Medicine”. Despite the
remarkable progress in EM during the last decade, there are
still huge diversities regarding the curriculum, the training,
and the setting of the emergency departments (ED) around
Europe. Some European countries have developed EM as
a stand-alone specialty, others as a supra-specialty while a
few have EDs that function with physicians from several
specialties, such as internal medicine, cardiology, general
surgery, anesthesiology, pediatrics etc.
Intensive care medicine has a history of more than 60
years and intensivists are universally trained to deal with
the whole spectrum of critical illness (2). Nevertheless,
the involvement of intensive care physicians in the ED in
the majority of settings is limited. Intensivists are mainly
involved in the decision-making regarding admissions from
the ED to the intensive care unit (ICU) but they seem
reluctant to participate more actively in the treatment
of ED patients with less critical conditions. A part of the
intensive care community considers the ED as a sideline
business and finds it unchallenging to deal with nonemergent medical problems and minor injuries. Therefore,
intensive care outreach teams usually care only for patients
during the immediate ICU discharge period or patients just
before their admission to the ICU. A valid argument against
this practice is that the early involvement of intensivists in
ED patients at risk might prevent further deterioration and
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the need for ICU admission. The concept of “ICU without
walls” is not new (3), but yet it has not been widely adopted.
We as well acknowledge that there are no clear
definitions of “emergency”, “urgency” and “acute” in
medicine (4), but on the other hand any patient presenting
to the ED has the right to be regarded as a potential
emergency (5). The wording is not that important. Looking
at the content and the required skills as outlined by the
two major emergency medicine (EUSEM) and intensive
care medicine (ESICM) societies in Europe, one can see
that they are astonishingly similar. So the question is
not about who takes the lead in the ED but on how the
physicians who deal with emergency care can collaborate
and complement each other. The concept of the EDICU and the ED-intensivist has already emerged in a few
North American teaching hospitals. This model is led by
emergency physicians who pursued fellowship training in
intensive care medicine (6). Although brilliant and inspiring,
this model has certain limitations such as the need for the
formation of an additional hybrid subspecialty and the
financial considerations for re-organization of EDs.
To overcome poor collaboration and communication
between physicians from different departments dealing
with acute patients we would like to introduce the “open
ICU to ED” concept. The idea is to view ED and ICU
as adjacent and adjoining departments, with emergency
physician-led EDs supported as needed by intensive care
physicians. This link will also enable clinical rotation and
common educational activities for two similar but distinct
specialties, preserve the integrity and structure of the EDs
and hopefully optimize patient outcomes. Finally, it is
imperative to underline that the success of any ED model
or concept relies upon the efficiency of community-based
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primary healthcare and the appropriateness of triage.
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